Abstract In recent years, higher-order geostatistical methods have been used for modeling of a wide variety of large-scale porous media, such as groundwater aquifers and oil reservoirs. Their popularity stems from their ability to account for qualitative data and the great flexibility that they offer for conditioning the models to hard (quantitative) data, which endow them with the capability for generating realistic realizations of porous formations with very complex channels, as well as features that are mainly a barrier to fluid flow. One group of such models consists of pattern-based methods that use a set of data points for generating stochastic realizations by which the large-scale structure and highly-connected features are reproduced accurately. The cross correlation-based simulation (CCSIM) algorithm, proposed previously by the authors, is a member of this group that has been shown to be capable of simulating multimillion cell models in a matter of a few CPU seconds. The method is, however, sensitive to pattern's specifications, such as boundaries and the number of replicates. In this paper the original CCSIM algorithm is reconsidered and two significant improvements are proposed for accurately reproducing large-scale patterns of heterogeneities in porous media. First, an effective boundary-correction method based on the graph theory is presented by which one identifies the optimal cutting path/surface for removing the patchiness and discontinuities in the realization of a porous medium. Next, a new pattern adjustment method is proposed that automatically transfers the features in a pattern to one that seamlessly matches the surrounding patterns. The original CCSIM algorithm is then combined with the two methods and is tested using various complex two-and threedimensional examples. It should, however, be emphasized that the methods that we propose in this paper are applicable to other pattern-based geostatistical simulation methods.
Introduction
A most important problem in modeling of large-scale porous media (LSPM), such as groundwater aquifers, and simulation of fluid flow therein is accurate representation of the high permeability zones. Reproducing and generating multiple realizations of the LSPM is a problem of fundamental interest to groundwater flow modeling and, more generally, hydrogeology. Any investigation of a phenomenon in groundwater aquifers requires, as the first step, a realistic and accurate model of the porous formation in which the phenomenon is taking place. The model must contain the patterns of the heterogeneities that exist in the porous formation, and its flow and transport properties ought to mimic closely those of the actual system.
Kriging [Jensen et al., 2000] was used for many years for extrapolating the existing data in order to develop more accurate models. But, kriging produces permeability and porosity fields that are excessively smooth and, therefore, is not an effective tool for modeling of highly heterogeneous porous media. Thus, alternative methods based on stochastic or geostatistical simulation have been developed to overcome the smoothness problem [Matheron, 1973; Journel, 1974] . Such methods generate many realizations of the LSPM that reproduce the broad heterogeneity and spatial uncertainty in their properties. It is due to such a distinct advantage that geostatistical simulations are used frequently in modeling of the LSPM. In general, such methods are classified into three main groups .
In one group are pixel-and voxel-based methods that are based on defining an array of points or pixels (voxels) on a regular grid [Goovaerts, 1997; Deutsch and Journel, 1998; Chiles and Delfiner, 1999] , with the pixels (voxels) representing various properties of the porous medium to be modeled. Such an approach focuses on one pixel (voxel) at a time and, thus, is accurate for data conditioning. But, because it uses variograms that represent two-point statistics, it cannot capture complex and curvilinear features of the LSPM and, thus, it often fails when the model generated by it is used in the simulation of flow and transport problems. In addition, such methods are usually slow and require very long simulations.
In the second group are object-based simulation methods that consist of a marked point process [Kleingeld et al., 1997] and the Boolean method in which the LSPM are represented by a collection of independent stochastic objects with geometries that are based on a specific statistical distribution [Haldorsen and Damsleth, 1990; Deutsch and Wang, 1996; Holden et al., 1998; Skorstad et al., 1999] . Object-based simulations are accurate in reproducing the geological features, but because they must perturb some predefined geobodies, they require intensive computations and encounter difficulty if the model is conditioned to dense hard (quantitative) data, integrated with soft (qualitative) data, such as dense well logs, or such secondary data as seismic records. Furthermore, in order to describe the complex structure of the LSPM, one must use higher-order statistics than merely two-point ones.
Such shortcomings motivated the development of multiple-point statistical (MPS) methods [Journel, 1992; Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993] and their use in modeling of the LSPM. In reality, however, we may not have access to the type of data needed for such modeling and, even if we do, they are usually not in sufficient amounts. Therefore, a sufficient set of data is presented by another source, known as the training image (TI), which contains conceptual information that depicts the subsurface heterogeneity and/or a-priori geological features that mainly represent the spatial continuity, patterns and the distribution of the available features in the LSPM. To generate a TI one can use the available information, such as a geological sketch, analogue data, core description, seismic data, etc. It is the quality of the available data that generates accurate TIs. The essence of any MPS method is then the use of useful features of both the pixel-and object-based algorithms by utilizing a TI. Thus, because the MPS methods consider more than two points at a time, one may expect the complex features of the LSPM to be reproduced more accurately. The various MPS algorithms have found applications in hydrology [see e.g., Okabe and Blunt, 2007; Alcolea and Renard, 2010] (for a review, see Hu and Chugunova [2008] ).
The original MPS algorithm [Guardiano and Srivastava, 1993] was, however, impractical because to condition each new data event the method must scan the TI anew and, consequently, the computations are extremely intensive. Note that we use the terminology of ''data event'' because during the simulations the data sampled from the TI change as the MPS algorithm progresses. Strebelle [2002] proposed an alternative method, single normal equation simulation (SNESIM), by using a search tree structure that is an efficient method of accessing high-dimensional data that can overcome the problem associated with the original MPS method. By using a search tree, the TI is scanned once, and all the replicas of the patterns are stored. Therefore, it is possible to apply the SNESIM to three-dimensional (3-D) LSPM Liu et al., 2004; Harding et al., 2005; Aitokhuehi and Durlofsky, 2005] , including hydrogeological systems [Feyen and Caers, 2006; Renard, 2007; Chugunova and Hu, 2008; Huysmans and Dassargues, 2008; Khodabakhshi and Jafarpour, 2013] . But, the SNESIM also suffers from intensive memory requirements and long simulations, when used in the simulation of large 3-D LSPM. In addition, the method is impractical for continuous TIs and cosimulation (see below). One can improve the algorithm by several methods, which we describe briefly. Straubhaar et al. [2011] improved the method further by using a list approach.
In another attempt, a pattern-based simulation method--the SIMPAT algorithm-- [Arpat and Caers, 2007; Zhang et al., 2006; Honarkhah and Caers, 2010] and its modification [Mariethoz et al., 2010] was proposed in which a group of points are simulated (modeled) simultaneously. The original algorithm does suffer from the very intensive computations that it requires, as well as less variability between the realizations that it produces. Therefore, Zhang et al. [2006] proposed the FILTERSIM algorithm in which a group of filters are replaced with a high-dimensional pattern in a cluster-based space, and demonstrated it to be a faster algorithm. The quality of the produced realizations was, however, significantly worse than those produced by the original SIMPAT algorithm. Honarkhah and Caers [2010] utilized the FILTERSIM algorithm to carry out the computations in multidimensional space and to avoid using a limited number of finite filters. A large number of discontinuities were, however, produced by their algorithm (see below). , and , 2015b ] presented a new pattern-based algorithm called the cross correlation-based simulation (CCSIM). In their method the system is partitioned into grid blocks or simulation cells. Neighboring blocks share common overlap (OL) regions. The method uses a Water Resources Research 10.1002/2015WR017806 combination of a raster path along which the grid blocks are reconstructed one by one based on the TI and other available data. A cross-correlation function (CCF) is used for matching the overlap regions with the entire TI, the computations for which are highly efficient. As a result, the CCSIM produces high-quality realizations in a matter of a few CPU seconds. The algorithm was later improved by using a multiscale framework and carrying out most of the computations in the Fourier space.
Despite its success, conditioning the CCSIM algorithm to extensive point and multisecondary data may generate a large number of discontinuities near the boundaries of the OL regions. To address this problem, Tahmasebi et al.
[2014] developed a modified CCSIM by using a method called minimum-error boundary cut (MEBC) [Dijkstra, 1959] , and showed that it partially alleviates the problem with the discontinuities [see also Mahmud et al., 2014] . Hereafter, we refer to their method as the ''old CCSIM'' (OCCSIM). However, the MEBC method that was implemented in the OCCSIM is based on dynamic programming that does not consider the pixels uniformly [the code is provided in https://github.com/SCRFpublic/MS_CCSIM]. As a result, the OCCSIM method produces a suboptimal cutting path, i.e., a path along which the discontinuities are removed. For example, the ''optimal'' path obtained by the MEBC cannot turn more than 45 degrees in orthogonal grids (see below). In addition, because the method is based on dynamic programming in its optimal state, it is restricted to 2-D applications.
One can, however, view the optimal cutting problem as a graph network problem in which the overlap regions between neighboring grid blocks are considered as two graphs, so that the cutting path can be computed and identified optimally. Indeed, the MEBC is a special case of the graph-cut method in one dimension. A major problem is that, any accurate cutting method may still produce patchiness in the structural and particularly in the categorical TIs. Patchiness refers to patterns that are not repeated frequently in a TI and are difficult to reproduce by an MPS method. It is usually created due to two reasons: (a) conditioning the simulation grid to dense well logs and multisecondary data sets, and (b) dealing with very complex and multifacies TIs that have low frequencies of aspects of pattern replication.
But, not all the current problems regarding the MPS methods, and the CCSIM in particular are entirely related to the algorithmic issues, rather some of them are due to using a TI that does not contain all the essential features of the LSPM. In other words, even a ''perfect'' simulation algorithm cannot guarantee high quality realizations. For example, some of discontinuities generated in the realizations of the LSPM are due to the high internal variability between the patterns in the TI. The discontinuities do not allow any of the current pattern-based algorithms to generate a realization that is an acceptable match with the TI.
In this paper new methodologies are proposed that are based on the deformation of the computational grids, in order to generate and identify accurate realizations of the LSPM. By taking into account the effect of geomechanical properties of the LSPM, one can generate patterns of heterogeneities that are seamless between the overlap regions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the aforementioned problems with the boundaries and why they should be addressed. In particular, we describe the problem of patchiness. Section 3 introduces the graph-cut method proposed in this paper, while Section 4 describes pattern adjustment for producing more accurate realizations of a given porous medium. Several examples are worked out in Section 5. The paper concludes with a summary and discussion of the results in Section 6.
Boundary Correction
Before describing the proposed methods for boundary correction, it may perhaps be useful to first have a closer look at the patchiness issue, which occurs for certain continuous and multifacies TIs.
Why Patchiness?
Patchiness occurs when two patterns, due to some reason such as low similarity or various constraints, are interlocked. Since the region where the patterns are interlocked, which in this paper are the OL regions, are not similar, mismatches and discontinuities occur. We divide the sources of patchiness into two main groups: (a) those due to the TI, and (b) those contributed by conditioning the simulation model to point and multiauxiliary data.
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Consider the TI shown in Figure 1 that shows a very complex distribution of the porosity. The quality of the realizations of such a system produced by the CCSIM is controlled by its various parameters, such as block size T, the size of the OL regions, and the number of candidates, m. Two realizations produced by the CCSIM are also shown in Figure 1 . The relatively poor quality of the realizations is due to the fact that no filtering or any other similar technique, such as the MEBC, was used. As can be seen, both realizations contain a significant number of discontinuities that may even be more visible if the simulation grid must honor exactly a significant amount of hard data. For multivariate simulation the patchiness is controlled by the number of cross-correlation terms in a distance function, i.e., a function that is a measure of the similarities (or difference, hence the word distance) between two patterns. For example, the distance function in Figure 1 measures only the similarities between the patterns or the OLs. But, if the data base and simulation are to contain hard as well as secondary data and other constraints, then the distance function must be expanded to take into account the presence of such complexities [Tahmasebi and Sahimi, 2015a] .
It should be noted that the patchiness from conditioning to well logs and secondary data are different from that due to the TI. The emphasis of this paper is on addressing the latter type of patchiness, although we will also discuss the former type. After producing a high quality unconditional realization (honoring no hard data), adopting a method that can address the problems with patchiness in order to enhance the realization is necessary.
Possible Solutions to Patchiness Problem
Most, if not all, the currently-available pattern-based techniques contain no promising method that overcomes the patchiness in the realizations of the LSPM. A common assumption has been that, due to using a random path of the grid blocks in the simulation that generates the realizations, the patchiness is removed automatically. One can, however, easily detect significant patchiness in the methods that are based on random pathbased and used currently. The OCCSIM that combines the CCSIM with the MEBC partially addressed the problem and ''repaired'' the OL regions, i.e., removed the patchiness; see Figure 2 . As described in our previous papers referred to above, however, gained from various applications and tests of the MEBC, the OCCSIM can still not model very complex TIs, and its application in 3-D is not free of problems either.
Thus, let us first analyze the MEBC method, after which we propose a new approach based on graph theory.
The MEBC [Dijkstra, 1959] uses, in essence, dynamic programming and is useful for 1D optimization problems in which the solution of a problem depends on the solutions of a number of smaller sub-problems, making the concept not amenable to an iteration technique. The error surface E between two OL regions, OL 1 and OL 2 , in a given direction is calculated by,
Then, by using dynamic programming and computing the cumulative minimum error C for all the possible paths, the optimal minimum error path is obtained:
where C i;j denotes the cumulative minimum error at grid point (i,j), and similarly for the others. The algorithm is very simple: it starts from one end of the OL, and simply looks at the next three pixels to identify the subsequent cell of the minimum path. Finally, by tracing back the paths of the calculated Cs, the minimal cutting path for removing the patchiness is identified, which represents a region that passes through two neighboring OLs where they are similar.
One of the basic problems with the MEBC method is that its application is limited to rectangular OLs. There is no venue for using the method with irregular grids. Thus, one cannot efficiently use the MEBC method and repair an internal part of a realization--removing patchiness--built on an irregular grid. The MEBC method is not even able to provide a cutting path through, for example, a circular system. Another issue with the MEBC method, which is the most critical one in modeling of the LSPM, is the inability of the cutting path that it generates to shift 45 degrees in the orthogonal direction. In other words, due to high complexity of the current TIs, a cutting path should be able to freely veer the direction of the minimum cutting error;
Zoom-in
Without cuƫng
With cuƫng Figure 2b , and an optimal cutting path, bottom row in Figure 2b , are demosntrated in Figure 2b . The generated artifacts without using any cutting path is visible, while no serious discountinity can be seen when the candidate pattern is cut before implanting to the realization. Fully generated realizations using the two appraches (without/with cutting path) are shown in Figures 2c and 2d , respectively.
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otherwise, the generated realizations would contain considerable patchiness and artifacts. One example of such limitation is provided in Figure 3 in which the pattern is taken from a larger meandering channel system. For the sake of better illustration, we have changed the background of the pattern, Figure 3a , to another facies, Figure 3b , to better visualize the expected minimum path. Intuitively, we expect the two patterns to be cut from the channel path but, as shown in Figure 3c , the generated path using the MEBC is not able to go through the horizontal part of pattern, because the algorithm is not able to change the direction of the cutting path more than 45 degrees and, hence, cannot yield the optimal result. The TIs that are currently being used in modeling of the LSPM, such as oil reservoirs and groundwater aquifers, contain many such complex patterns and, thus, a more accurate method to combine such patterns is needed.
Another example is shown in Figure 4 for which the MEBC method was used to determine the vertical and horizontal cutting paths. As Figures 4b and 4c indicate, the method is not able to follow the channel's boundary and fails to capture the complexity associated with the sinusoidal pattern. Such examples and many others demonstrate the inability of the MEBC to identify the optimal cutting path. A third issue regarding the MEBC method is its locality, as it considers only the pixels around the cutting path and does not account for the neighboring cells. However, identifying an optimal cutting path requires a global consideration of the error in the OL regions. In the next section, a precise method is presented.
The Graph-Cut Method
In the OCCSIM the MEBC was used to identify the optimal cutting path. But, it was also shown that the cutting boundary is not able to make efficient use of the TIs that represent very complex LSPM, and produces inaccurate realizations for such TIs. One can, however, reformulate and address this issue as a graph problem, first introduced as an energy minimization technique in computer vision [Greig et al., 1989; Boykov et al., 2001; Kwatra et al., 2003] for determining the global minimum (or one very close to it) of a system much faster than the popular simulated annealing method [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983] for discrete variables.
Let G5hV; Ei represent a graph, where V and E represent vertices (node) and edges, respectively, with the edges connecting the vertices. A simple schematic graph is shown in Figure 5 . The nodes of the graph are classified into two groups: (a) terminals, which consist of the sinks (t), where flows end (blue node in Figure  5 ), and the source (s) from which all flows emanate (red node in Figure 5 ), and (b) nonterminal nodes P, the gray nodes in Figure 5a . The set of the nodes is given by V5P [ s; t f g. Generally speaking, each directed (a) (b) (c) Figure 3 . Using the MEBC for identifying the minimum-error path of Figure 3a and 3b. The result, (Figure 3c ), does not represent the optimal cutting path. The horizontal ''channel'' represents a discontinuity that must be removed. The generated path is not able to go through the horizontal part of pattern, because the MEBC algorithm is not able to change the direction of the cutting path more than 458.
(a) (b) (c) Þis an edge that connects a nonterminal node in P with a terminal node. Likewise, an edge that connects two nonterminal nodes is called an n-link. The set of all the n-links is denoted by N .
Thus, a flow is a mapping f : E ! R 1 that satisfies the following constraints:
i. Capacity Constraint:
iii. Anti-symmetry:
We now propose a method for identifying an optimal cut (C) that is expressed as two subsets S and T , derived from a source s and a target sink t. An example of such a cutting path is shown in Figure 5d in which the ''cost'' of the path C5 S; T f gis equal to the sum of the weights of the edges u; v ð Þ, where u 2 S and v 2 T . Therefore, the aim is to determine a path that has the minimum cost among all the possible paths. The problem is solved by determining a path that allows a maximum amount of flow from the source s toward the sink t. To understand this better, we make an analogy to a network of water pipes where the graph edges represent the pipes with a capacity equal to the edge weights. The flow is defined by jf j5 P v2V f s; v ð Þ. Consequently, the flow across the C path is defined by, f S; T ð Þ5 P u2S P v2T f u; v ð Þ, and the capacity is defined by, C S; T ð Þ5 P u2S P v2T C u; v ð Þ, where C u; v ð Þis a path that passes through u and v. Then, a minimum cut is obtained as a path whose capacity is the least among all the S2T cuts. Graph theory provides many algorithms for solving such a problem, but their description is beyond the scope of this paper [see e.g., Cook et al., 1998; Goldberg and Tarjan, 1988; Greig et al., 1989] .
Consider the CCSIM algorithm, and suppose that R is the previously simulated pattern in a realization, while P is the selected pattern from the TI. The two patterns have an OL region that should be cut optimally (i.e., its patchiness must be removed optimally). In the simplest approach to this problem, the sum of the squares of the differences between the pixels in the OL region in the realization and the pattern selected from the TI is calculated. Then, one creates a graph between the two patterns (see below). A simple similarity function based on the edge cost is defined by Kwatra et al. [2003] :
where s and t are adjacent cells representing the source and the sink in the patterns R and P, respectively, and jj:jj indicates the L 2 distance norm representing the difference between the values of two points in the patterns R and P (other cost functions are discussed in Tahmasebi and Sahimi [2015a] ). By using the cost function (3) one generates a transition graph between the existing pattern R and the candidate pattern B in the OL region. In other words, determining the minimum cost between R and P in this graph is equivalent to the original idea of graph theory in image labeling, which in this case provides the best cutting path. There are several algorithms for solving this problem, collectively referred to as the max-flow or min-cut [Ford and Fulkerson, 1962; Sedgewick, 2001 ].
Consider another example in which the aim is to stitch two patterns (P, R) in their OL regions; see Figure 6a where the OL regions are highlighted by black rectangles, while the final stitched pattern is shown in Figure  6c . The min-cut/max-flow algorithm is used only for the two OLs. All the other pixels in the P and R patterns are not used in this graph. One should use the adjacent cells as hard data constraint (which the final pattern must honor exactly). Note that the stitched pattern shown in Figure 6c might look too smooth. But, the The left image, which shows the interaction between the graph nodes and the created cutting surface, is also presented in the right image. The patterns at the top and the bottom are to be interlocked. The left lattice shows a coarser cutting graph in which the red and blue nodes are, respectively, from the top and bottom patterns to be interlocked. The complete cutting surface continuum (instead of the coarse lattice) for the same patterns is shown in the middle on the right side.
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reason is that it just happens that the graph cut method identified most of the suitable stitched part from the right side of the path. For example, in Figure 7a , the example shown in Figure 6 is transformed into a graph problem in which, for the purpose of better illustration, the OL region is shown as a graph of 4 3 4 nodes, instead of the original OL region in Figure 6a that has a size of 30 3 7. Note that the low number of the nodes illustrated in Figure 7 is for the sake of convenience. Thus, in this particular example, we utilize pixels 1, 2, 3 and 4 from pattern P and pixels 13, 14, 15 and 16 from pattern R for stitching. In other words, by using such constraints as hard data, the aforementioned pixels are reproduced exactly and will not be altered. Then, by solving a graph-cut problem as described earlier, the remaining nodes are allocated to either P or R. In the example of Figure 7 , nodes 11 and 12 were taken from pattern R, while the remaining nodes, numbered 5-10, were taken from pattern P.
An advantage of the new technique is its ability for identifying the optimal cutting path for the OL regions in 3-D simulation. Figure 8 summarizes the way by which the graph theory is used in the study of 3-D porous media. Unlike dynamic programming, which is usually not applicable to 3-D cutting and requires considerable simplifications, the method proposed here can be used effectively, hence making it very attractive for pattern-based simulation [Boykov et al., 2001] . Moreover, another advantage of the graphbased CCSIM, which the OCCSIM based on dynamic programming did not possess, is accounting for the old cuts. The graph theory plus the CCSIM ''remember'' the old cuts, and exploit them for identifying the optimal path. This aspect is discussed further in the second part of this paper.
Pattern Adjustment
Clearly, no boundary-correction method can remove all the patchiness in geostatistical modeling, but can alleviate the issue only to a limited extent. Our previous work with the categorical TIs that are more common in reservoir and groundwater modeling indicated that the MEBC algorithm does not improve the boundary correction considerably; see Figure 9 . It can, however, be useful when one deals with a continuous TI . On the other hand, due to a limited number of facies (or degrees of freedom), the MEBC cannot identify an optimal cutting path. Therefore, a considerable number of discontinuities may still persist even after its application.
As described in the previous section, the discontinuity may occur due to lack of pattern repetition and conditioning data. For example, in most of the available TIs, it is very difficult to identify an exact/similar copy of different patterns. Consequently, using any of the methods described earlier produces significant discontinuities. However, as suggested in the second part of this paper, one possible reason for the occurrence of such discontinuities is ignoring the geomechanical aspects of the LSPM. Based on the tectonic conditions of the LSPM, geomechanical operators usually make a local/global perturbation on the primary model of porous formations. By considering what such operators do, one can adjust the model to the available well logs, hence making it possible to produce a nearly perfect conditioning to the point data. In this study, we use the same technique and reduce the mismatch between the OL regions hence, removing the discontinuities. As shown below, using grid deformation assuages the discontinuity and makes a smoother transition between the patterns. It is worth mentioning that such a methodology is even more useful when one needs to deal with structural TIs, which is often the case in modeling of the LSPM and earth science systems.
Suppose that there are two patterns whose boundaries, due to any of the aforementioned reasons, are not consistent with each other. That is, there are discontinuities along the common borders between their OL (a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 9 . (a and b) Combining two patterns using the OL correction method in Figure 9c generates the discontinuities in Figure 9d .
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regions. Suppose also that the OL correction methods cannot determine an optimal cutting path to stitch the pieces. One example is shown in Figure 9 . None of the currently-available boundary-correction methods can provide a way of removing the discontinuity shown there. We now demonstrate the use of the proposed methodology based on pattern adjustment for this example.
In the first step, the features that need to be adjusted should be identified. For this aim, one utilizes one of the available edge detection techniques [Canny, 1986; Ziou and Tabbone, 1998; Umbaugh, 2010] to organize the patterns as a set of curved lines. For examples, the channels are shown as curves in Figures 10c and  10d . Consider point A shown in Figure 10d . We identify point B in Figure 10c as the nearest point to A, i.e., one that should be stitched to A to remove the discontinuity. After identifying A and B as the closest points, a grid-deformation approach is used to transform the patterns (channels). Note that the two patterns in Figures 10a and 10b (or, equivalently, Figures 10c and 10d ) have four borders, but the external frames, except for the ones that are subject to deformation, should be kept fixed (undeformed) in order to prevent any further discontinuity with the previously simulated patterns. For example, the right side of Figures 10a and left side of Figure 10b are deformed, while the rest is kept fixed. Furthermore, the point-data conditioning can also be considered as a constraint to avoid more mismatches. The result of using the proposed method with the CCSIM is shown in Figure 10g .
According to Figure 10 , the produced merged pattern is free of any break or discontinuity. In some cases, however, the features of the new pattern need to travel (be displaced) for a long distance in order to generate a merged pattern. For example, it may be that points A and B are far apart and, therefore, A must be 
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moved a long distance for merging. In this case, to avoid producing unrealistic structures one can move both patterns. This implies, in this example, that one moves both A and B toward each other.
As the example in Figure 10 demonstrates, the new pattern adjustment method produces a much better transition between the patterns in the OL regions. For example, the pattern in Figure 9d has two major breaks, for which there is no plausible geological analogues and, thus, they must be removed. By using the 
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proposed technique the two discontinuities are completely removed. Generally speaking, most, but not all, of the existing TI-based problems, in addition to those in the earth sciences, contain a specific number of structural features. None of the past boundary-correction methods can be used without any difficulty with most of the complex categorical and continuous TIs. Using the method proposed here produces consistent patterns in the realizations of the LSPM, because it creates new patterns that are not available in the TIs, but are essential to the modeling of the LSPM, and increases the quality and pattern variability simultaneously.
Results
To test the new method, several TIs were used. The criterion for selecting the TIs was that they should contain a variety of complex structures, in order to have a reliable assessment of the accuracy and efficiency of 
(c) the method. To demonstrate the improvements, the results are also compared with those produced by the OCC-SIM .
Two-Dimensional Binary Structures With Channels
This example, shown in Figure 11 , presents a binary structure, i.e., one in which the matrix is uniform, but there is also a very complex channel setting. Reproducing such multifaceted channels requires a highly advanced and efficient method. For the sake of comparison, the result of the OCCSIM is presented in Figure 11b . It contains a considerable number of discontinuities. Using the new proposed algorithm together with the CCSIM reduces the number of the breaks or discontinuities dramatically; see Figures 11c-11e. However, some breaks are still produced, indicated by the red area in Figure 11c . One reason for having such isolated breaks is the lack of connectivity of neighboring patterns. In other words, the proposed method for pattern adjustment could not identify any pattern around to stack the current isolated pattern with it.
But, although visual agreement between the original TI and the generated realizations is promising, one needs to have quantitative measures of the similarities as well. For this purpose we have calculated a few important properties of the systems studied. The most important feature of any realization is the long-range connectivity of its flow paths. Thus, the spatial long-range connectivity is quantified using the multiple-point connectivity (MPC) function [Krishnan and Journel 2003 ]. The MPC is the probability p r; s ð Þ of having a sequence of s connected points of a specific facies in a given direction r. If an indicator function is defined by
then, p r; s ð Þ is defined by
Thus, p(r;s) is calculated for the realizations generated by the OCCSIM and by the improved CCSIM proposed in this paper. This is also shown in Figure 12 , where we compare the MPC function for the original TI with those in multiple realizations of the same generated by the new improved CCSIM. Clearly, compared to the calculated MPC of the TI, the newly-proposed method produces close realizations of the TI.
In another test, an analysis similar to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) in statistics is used. The general idea is that any higher-order geostatistical method generates two types of variability: (i) the variability between the realizations themselves, and (ii) the variability within each realization and the TI. Thus, the spatial uncertainty is quantified using the ''ratio'' of the similarity (i.e., variability) within the realizations, and between them and the TI. We refer to it as the analysis of the distance (ANODI) [Tan et al., 2014] . The method uses a distance function, which can be of any type, to quantify the variabilities. For example, it can be a Euclidean distance between two statistics calculated for each realization and the TI. Intuitively, by having such internal (i.e., between the realizations) and external (i.e., within a realization and the TI) distances, the realizations generated by various algorithms can be compared quantitatively. The method ranks the algorithm using the pattern reproduction based on the TI, and the variability between the realizations. Finally, the ratio of the above distances is used to rank the algorithms. Clearly, the best (or a better) algorithm should maximize the variability between the produced realizations, while generating realizations with patterns that closely match those in the TI. Figure 14 . Same as in Figure 12 , but for the 2-D continuous porosity field of Figure 13 .
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To quantify the above described similarities, one may set up a distance matrix, i.e., a matrix of the distances between any pair of realizations. Thus, given n realizations, a distance function is used to calculate the similarities (or distances) d ij between each pair of realizations. Then, such distances form a n3n matrix M whose elements are the distances between each pair of the realizations, and represents the spatial uncertainty or variability between the realizations. For example, d 1;2 represents the distance between the first and second realizations. In a similar fashion, the first column (i 5 1) contains the distances between the first realizations and all the realizations j (j 5 1, 2, . . ., n). One can also enlarge the distance matrix M by adding the TI as another column, which would represent the distance of all the realizations with the TI, and quantifies the variability within the realizations and the TI. This is called pattern reproduction ability of each realization, since they are compared with the TI as the true (i.e., the reference) repository of the patterns.
Given the large number of data points that each realization contains, and the large number of realizations, one must first make the quantification of the differences between the realizations, and between them and the TI, practicable. For this purpose multidimensional scaling (MDS) is used. The distance matrix is then visualized using the MDS. Thus, given the matrix entries d ij , the aim of the MDS is to determine vectors x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n 2 R N such that jjx i 2x j jj is approximately equal, or as close as possible to d ij for all i and j, where jj :jj represents the Euclidean distance. The computations are carried out as eigendecomposition by means of minimizing P i<j jjx i 2x j jj2d ij À Á 2 . In order to have a better visualization, N may be chosen to be 2 or 3; that is, a realization is reduced to 2 or 3 points using the MDS (because it is clearly not possible to create an m 3 m dimensional space, if each realization contains m 3 m points. Then, one plots the distances between the realizations and the TI, which is referred to as the aforementioned ANODI.
(a) 
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To produce the plot, one proceeds as follows. Suppose that we have generated n realizations. Each realization is reduced to, for example, 2 points using the MDS. The two points represent the ''coordinates'' of the realizations in the 2-D ANODI plot (clearly, one can also make a 3-D ANODI plot). The TI itself is also reduced to two points and, thus, has its own coordinates in the ANODI plot. Thus, the scatter in the coordinates of the ANODI is a measure of the (dis)similarities between the realizations and the TI. Figure 12 presents the results of the analysis for the example shown in Figure 11 . Inspecting the figure, one can see that while both the newly-proposed CCSIM and the OCCSIM share a similar uncertainty space, the realizations generated by the new CCSIM better reproduce the statistics of the TI.
Another measure of variability between the realizations is obtained by setting up a new matrix M r in which every entry m ij represents the distance between realizations i and j (in reduced forms). Then, the eigenvalues of M r , and sort them from the largest to the smallest. The larger the ratio of the largest eigenvalue and the sum of all the eigenvalues, the larger is the variations between the realizations. In the example of Figure 11 , the largest and second largest eigenvalues represent, respectively, 37% and 21% of the sum of all the eigenvalues.
To further quantify the accuracy of the new method, we proceed as follows. We sum the distances between all the realizations, and between the realizations and the TI, and we do this for both the newly-improved CCSIM and the OCC-SIM. We then normalize the sums by the result for the new CCSIM. The results for both cases are summarized in Table 1 , where space of uncertainty refers to the result for the distances between the realizations, whereas pattern reproduction represents the result for the distances between the realizations and the TI.
Clearly, consistent with the ANODI plot, both methods represent a very close uncertainty space (1 and 0.99), while the newly-proposed CCSIM performs better in terms of the pattern reproduction because it produces realizations that are closer to the TI (i.e., by representing a smaller distance of 1 compared to 1.14 for the OCCSIM). Note that an accurate method must have two features: it must produce an ensemble of realizations with significant differences between each other, while each of them is still a plausible representation of the TI. The last item in Table 1 indicates that the new CCSIM does have this property.
Finally, the effective permeability, which highly depends on the long-range connectivity of a porous medium, is calculated for both the TI and the realizations as follow. In all examples, the Stokes' equation,
was solved numerically, assuming that the fluid is incompressible and Newtonian, and the flow is at steady state and in the laminar regime. Here, p is the pressure of the fluid, v is its velocity, and l is its dynamic viscosity. The no-slip condition at pore-fluid interfaces was assumed. A pressure difference of 3 3 10 4 Pa (upstream 5 13 3 10 4 Pa, and downstream 5 10 3 10 4 Pa) and a fluid viscosity of 0.001 Pa.s were used in the calculations. Thus, we assumed that the sand channels and shale formation of Figure 11 have the permeability of 100 md and 0.1 md, respectively. The average calculated effective permeabilities of the realizations is 34.78 md. The effective permeabilities of the TI is 32.95, representing very close agreement with the simulated value. Note that the calculated effective permeabilities are in the direction of the channels' distribution.
Two-Dimensional Continuous Porosity Fields
In this example a highly structured continuous TI is used; see Figure 13a . The field contains both very low and high porosities, making it very suitable for the TI-based methods. The results obtained with the OCCSIM are displayed in Figure 13b . Some discontinuities are discernable. By using the new methodology, however, practically all the discontinuities are removed; see Figure 13c .
For this example, the results of the ANODI analysis are shown in Table 2 and in Figure 14 . As it can be seen, the realizations of the new CCSIM are more accurate in terms of the pattern reproduction, consistent with the realizations shown in Figure 13c .
Three-Dimensional Continuous Porosity Fields
Before analyzing the 3-D boundary-correction examples, one should recognize the importance of studying an important current issue, namely, 3-D simulations with highresolution TIs. As explained earlier, one Figure 17 . Same as in Figure 12 , but for the 3-D continuous porosity field of Figure 16 . shortcoming of the MEBC is its extreme locality, which does not allow it to determine a more accurate cutting path. Thus, extending the 2-D MEBC to 3-D porous media generates a considerable number of discontinuities, which we call the local minima. An example of such local minima is provided in Figure 3 where, as shown in Figure 3c , the MEBC method fails to identify the optimal cutting path. This issue is more glaring when one uses the MEBC technique for 3-D cutting. An illustration is presented in Figure 15 that shows the cutting path in various directions. Suppose that the goal is determining the optimal cutting path in the three orthogonal directions, X, Y and Z, of the given error pattern in Figure 15a . The error pattern was obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between the two patterns, namely, the previously-simulated pattern in the realization and the newly-selected pattern. Therefore, the aim is identifying an optimal path that provides the minimum break or discontinuity between the two patterns, when they are interlocked.
First, the 2-D MEBC algorithm was modified and extended to 3-D. In this case, the number of the neighboring cells used in identifying the cutting pattern was increased from 3 to 9. But, we should recognize that the increase in the number of neighboring cells does not still allow the algorithm to identify the path with the minimum error, because it cannot go beyond more than one voxel, while the minimum/optimal path may be located outside of the small neighborhood. For this reason, as can be seen in Figures 15b-15d , a systematic voxel-by-voxel path was created in various directions. But, an artifact in the path in the Y direction is very evident, when the algorithm cannot travel more than one voxel from the starting cell. Therefore, one must expect a more or less diagonal path for drawing a seam with a minimum error, which has a degree of freedom of 9 voxels in each of its nodes. This is not, however, realistic. Another issue regarding the limited number of neighborhood voxels is that it creates a considerable number of discontinuities in the upper level of the pattern interlocking. Most probably, the algorithm identifies a nearly minimal path at a short distance from the starting points. But, as the distance from the starting cutting point (or close to the optimal path) increases, due to using a very small neighborhood of 9 voxels, the algorithm is not able to select the voxels with the minimum error. Therefore, one should expect to see more discontinuities at the upper levels of the pattern stitching. This issue is illustrated in Figures 16c and  16d that show two layers, one from the beginning part of the cutting path and another from the upper part.
Another possible solution is to use the same 2-D MEBC algorithm for 3-D systems without any modification. In this circumstance, the algorithm will not be conditioned to its local nodes and can determine the optimal path in each layer separately. The results based on this idea are shown in Figures  16e-16g .
The issues discussed so far are all illustrated in Figures 16c and 16d , where the layers are selected from the bottom and upper parts of the OL region. The discontinuity in the lower part is not too severe, whereas the upper layer contains many broken patterns. However, by using the straight extension of the MEBC approach (without any modifications) from 2-D to 3-D the number of discontinuities is decreased significantly. The results computed by the new graph-based method proposed in this paper are shown in Figures 16i-16h . They have further improved the quality of the patterns. It is worth noting that by using the 3-D MEBC, the vertical connectivity cannot be reproduced, whereas the other two methods produce this aspect very accurately.
The ANODI is applied to this example for the results of the both new CCSIM and the OCC-SIM; see Figure 17 and 3.4. Three-Dimensional Three-Facies Model In this example, a more intricate TI is used to compare the results of the three different methods, namely, the CCSIM in conjunction with, (a) the straight extension of the MEBC method from 2-D to 3-D; (b) the modified MEBC method, and (c) the graph-cut method proposed in this paper. This TI is shown in Figure 18a , with the results presented in Figures 18b and 18c , respectively. Considerable patchiness is seen in Figure  18b , while the patchiness and connectivity have, respectively, decreased and improved in Figure 18c . In this example, the pattern adjustment is used effectively when the patterns need a slight transformation to have a nearly complete match. The result of the adjustment is a realization free of patchiness.
The multiple-point connectivity (MPC) probability, defined earlier, was calculated for the realizations by both the OCCSIM and the new CCSIM; see Figure 19 . Once again, the probabilities of the log-range This improvement is further quantified by the MDS-ANODI plot, also shown in Figure 19 . Clearly, the new proposed CCSIM outperforms the CCSIM in terms of the pattern reproduction. See also Table 4 .
The effective permeability of the porous medium shown in Figure 18 was also calculated. In this example, the permeability of the main green channel and background shale were assumed to be 500 md and 10 md, respectively. The average effective permeability over 50 realizations was 132.91 md, compared with the effective permeability of the TI, 130.57 md, indicating excellent agreement.
Two-Dimensional Binary Model With Channel With Conditioning
In this section and the next we present two examples for conditional simulation, i.e., those that are conditioned to hard data that must be honored exactly. For the sake of comparison with the OCCSIM, we used the examples in Tahmasebi et al. [2014] , shown in Figure 20f , while the TI is shown in Figure 20a . In the first example, 200 facies data were assumed to be available as the hard data. One realization and the ensemble average map of 100 realizations honoring the hard data shown in Figure 20b are presented in Figures 20b and 20d , respectively. The results computed by Tahmasebi et al. [2014] contain some patchiness in the upper-right and middle left parts, whereas they have been removed by the newly proposed CCSIM.
Similar to the other examples, the new CCSIM is capable of producing realizations with highly accurate long-range connectivities, as indicated by the MPC function; see Figure 21 . The ANODI analysis also indicates that the uncertainty space has not changed significantly, whereas the pattern reproduction has been increased. The results are also shown in Figure 21 , which, compared to the OCCSIM, indicates more similar spatial uncertainty and better pattern reproduction by the new CCSIM; see also The next example was also produced by the OCCSIM and is shown in Figure 22e , while the TI is shown in Figure 22a and contains hard data along two wells. The results computed by the newly CCSIM along with an ensemble average map over 50 realizations are also shown in Figure 22 . A structural asymmetry is seen in the model generated by the OCCSIM, whereas the new CCSIM that used the graph theory has removed the inconsistency.
As expected based on the realizations shown in Figure 22 , the MPC function shown in Figure 23 , also indicates that the realizations produced by the new CCSIM more accurate than those generated by the OCCSIM. Similarly, the ANODI results shown in Figure 23 and in Table 6 , also indicate very close agreement with the TI: The pattern reproduction has increased significantly, while the uncertainty space has remained unchanged.
In this example, the permeability of the sand and shale were assumed to be 600 md and 0.2 md, respectively. The effective permeability of 50 realizations, generated by the new CCSIM was calculated to be 168.48 md, which is very close to that of the TI, 174.13 md.
Computational Efficiency
One of the most important advantages of the CCSIM, aside from its ability for producing high quality realizations, is its very low computational time, which in most cases, especially for 3-D modeling results in reduction by a factor of 60-70 over other MPS algorithms. Such a reduction was improved even more by the OCCSIM algorithm . Thus, it is worth mentioning that the computational time of the newly-proposed improved CCSIM is not increased compared to the OCCSIM. Both the MEBC and graphcut method have a similar computational time for the main purpose of this study, which is identifying the optimal cutting path. Moreover, we implement the pattern adjustment method by using fast interpolation methods. Thus, the two improvements do not increase significantly the computational burden of the method. One also should keep in mind that the pattern adjustment is not applied to all of the templates in the realization. Thus, the overall computational time of the method we propose in this paper does not change significantly when compared with that of the OCCSIM.
For example, the FILTERSIM algorithm requires 133 CPU minutes to generate a single realization for TI of Figure 16 , a 3-D continuous porosity field in Figure 16 , whereas the improved CCSIM of this paper took only 2 CPU minutes. Similarly, the SNESIM algorithm, a relatively fast MPS algorithm for simulation of the categorical TIs, requires 180 CPU minutes to generate a single realization for the TI shown in Figure 22 , whereas the CCSIM algorithm of the present paper requires only 3 CPU minutes.
Discussion and Conclusions
Due to their ability for reproducing large and complex structures, training image-based techniques and, in particular, pattern-based methods are being widely studied in order to enhance their ability for modeling complex large-scale porous media. One such method proposed by the authors is the CCSIM, a multiplepoint geostatistical simulation method that is capable of modeling multiscale porous formations--nonstationary as well as stationary. All the current pattern-based methods suffer, however, from lack of pattern variability and inability for modeling highly complex TIs. They generate realizations of the LSPM that contain frequent discontinuities. One can, of course, utilize a larger TI that is a more accurate representative of the porous medium to be modeled. Doing so would, however, make the methods impractical due to the intensive and long computations that they require. Additionally, most of the current TIs are obtained from some deterministic process/physical-based methods, so that it is, in fact, impossible to produce many TIs with large variations between them. As a result, use of such TIs may produce significant patchiness and a large number of discontinuities in the generated realizations. Furthermore, the shortcoming makes the TI-based simulation techniques to be less appealing and less user-friendly. Our method, the CCSIM Sahimi, 2012, 2013] , is also not immune to the shortcoming. Therefore, to alleviate the issue we have proposed two different and complementary methods. The first focuses on boundary correction that, unlike the previous MEBC approach, uses graph theory to determine the optimal cutting path that eliminates the patchiness and removes the discontinuities. The method is well-suited for direct use in 3-D modeling and does not require any ad-hoc assumption in order to yield an acceptable realization. The second method is proposed for adjusting the patterns by which one tunes the boundaries in order to produce an accurate match. By combining both methods, significant improvement is made in the realizations that the CCSIM produces. The accuracy and efficiency of the two methods were demonstrated by simulating various complex two-and three-dimensional systems.
In Part II of this series a new algorithm is proposed that is based on a combination of the CCSIM method and the graph-cut technique introduced in the present paper. The method utilizes a TI, iteratively removes the discontinuities in the model, and addresses the problem with honoring hard (quantitative) data, using an error map that represents the differences between the patterns in the TI and the current iteration of a realization. The resulting algorithm, which we call the iterative CCSIM, utilizes a random path and the error map in order to identify the locations in the current realization of the iteration process that need further ''repairing.''
